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As new members of the Upper School, seventh graders take on increased responsibility and              
independence in their daily activities. They serve as role models for the younger students and               
contribute positively to the daily operation of the school. They learn to balance their increased               
involvement with peers with their academic responsibilities. The curriculum in seventh grade            
encourages students to think analytically as they practice and improve their basic skills in different               
subject areas. Seventh graders begin to think more abstractly. Students learn to study             
independently, work in small groups, and share their knowledge with peers. 
 
ENGLISH 
The English program emphasizes the reading of good literature, creative and expository writing,             
and language skill development. Literature is selected from different genres including non fiction,             
drama, poetry, essays, the short story, and the novel. Each selection serves as a model of expression                 
and as a base for writing assignments and vocabulary development. In choosing literary selections,              
consideration is given to reading comprehension skills, vocabulary level, and maturity of the group.              
Each student memorizes at least one poem to present to the class. Students complete Vocabulary               
Energizers I, by D. Popkin. Spelling will be directly connected to the vocabulary work and writing                
assignments. Reading selections will draw from The Miracle Worker (Gibson), The Old Man and The               
Sea (Hemingway), Lyddie (Patterson), The Cay (Taylor) The Shakespeare Stealer (Gary Blackwood), I             
Am the Cheese (Cormier), The Nowhere Boy (Katherine Marsh), Much Ado About Nothing or Romeo               
and Juliet (Shakespeare), A Book of Poetry: Perspectives in Literature and Short Stories I: Perspectives               
in Literature. 
 
MATH 
The main themes in seventh grade math are rational numbers and exponents, proportionality and              
linear relationships, geometry, probability, and statistics. Students build on their mathematical           
understanding through finding and making connections between arithmetic, algebra, and geometry.           
Pre-algebra work is explored through simple linear equations and properties of equality. Problem             
solving, working real applications, and communicating mathematical understanding are         
emphasized in addition to maintaining basic arithmetic skills. The students, as mathematicians, are             
asked to participate actively through whole group discussion, sharing work at the board,             
small-group work, and projects. They are required to read math texts, take notes, and explain their                
mathematical thinking clearly in writing. The students engage with OpenUp Resources as their main              
text with additional content drawn from Harold Jacobs’ Mathematics: A Human Endeavor. 
 
SCIENCE 
Students in the seventh grade study topics related to environmental science, physics, and             
experimental design. The goals of the year are for students to become familiar with collecting and                
organizing data in the context of fieldwork, expand their use of the scientific method, and identify                
physical forces in daily life. Information is gathered through fieldwork, lab experiments, and             
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research. Sources of information include selected readings from the Prentice Hall series of science              
textbooks, books from TGS’s extensive library, the Internet, and popular media.  
 
The sequence of the science program is: 

● Trees (keying and inventory of local species, plant anatomy, forest zones, soils) 
● Science fair (experimental design, use of the scientific method, presentation) 
● Physics (forces, motion, pendulums, rockets) 

 
SOCIAL STUDIES 
In seventh grade, students begin a two-year study of American Studies. The text on civics teaches                
them why and how governments are formed. It focuses on the ideals that culminated in the                
founding of the United States and the philosophical thinking that went into the writing of The                
Constitution. As they learn about the United States, seventh graders will discuss current events and               
read relevant magazine and newspaper articles and complete mapping exercises. While U.S.            
Government is the overarching theme for the year, we will also read books about people from                
different places and discuss political situations around the globe. A goal for the course is for                
students to develop an awareness of the United States and their own relationships to the rest of the                  
world. There is an ongoing study of the Civil Rights movement. We The People is the primary text.                  
The New York Times magazine Upfront arrives twice a month, and we read Martin Luther King’s                
essay “Letter from a Birmingham Jail,” as well as his “I Have A Dream” speech. 
 
STUDY SKILLS 
In the Upper School, study skills are taught and reinforced throughout the curriculum on an               
ongoing basis. Each student is encouraged to find the most effective method of overseeing their               
school materials and assignments. Best practices in time management are introduced and            
reinforced. Students have a planning period every day where they are helped with organization and               
given an opportunity to begin their homework in a structure that includes teacher assistance.              
Additionally, students use Google Classroom to keep track of assignments from home.  
 
SOCIAL CURRICULUM 
The social curriculum at TGS is designed to complement the academic curriculum and help              
maintain a healthy social and learning environment. In this setting, students offer respect and              
support for each other as they learn and grow. The theme of the seventh grade social curriculum is                  
the concept of anticipation, including the practices of preparation, organization, and conscious           
interactions with fellow citizens. 
 
ART 
In the seventh grade, the students take a more focused look at the work of a variety of artists from                    
throughout history with an eye toward self-expression and how our unique identities inform our              
work. The curriculum builds and refines more complex skills and concepts, with a focus on creating                
concise expression of ideas in artwork and working toward a longer term idea/goal. As 7th graders,                
students complete reading assignments about contemporary artists and issues in the art world,             
with some emphasis on our GET theme. Often research done as homework informs classroom              
projects. Seventh graders look to new media, learn to use it in their work, and to see it critically as                    
they would other media and must be able to discuss artwork critically within a greater historical                
and social context. Art electives are a traditional part of the seventh and eighth-grade art program,                
and students may choose to study a specific subject in depth and have the opportunity to work with                  
artists outside of school. Past electives have included filmmaking, stop-action animation,           
printmaking, ceramics, oil painting, and mixed-media, sound and sculpture, black-and-white print           
photography, and jewelry.  
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MUSIC 
Fall Chorus and Studio 
Seventh and eighth graders begin the year with one session of 7-8 Chorus and one session of                 
Instrumental Studio, with instrumental offerings and ensemble groups designed according to the            
interests of the individual students. Offered this year are: guitar, ukulele, electric bass, keyboard,              
drums and vocals, plus flute and trumpet by request. We begin with like instruments grouped               
together for rehearsals. Guitarists focus on playing chords and progressions, transposing key            
signatures, mastering a variety of folk and rock’n’roll strums and lead lines, and singing while               
playing. In Keyboard, students learn scales, chords and chord structure, musical notation and             
reading, and some basics for improvising. Bass players focus on chord progressions and how to use                
the bass guitar to support an ensemble. Drummers learn the basics of playing a drum kit alternately                 
with an opportunity to experiment on a variety of hand drums and percussion instruments. They               
master rhythms in a variety of time signatures and styles and learn how to use percussion                
instruments to support the total band sound. Vocalists practice warmups, songs of their own              
individual choosing, and work with a band as a vocalist. Other instrumentalists will practice              
independently and then join a band of their choice. Several weeks into the term, bands or ensemble                 
groups are formed, mentored by a teacher. Performance at the Studio Concert in January is               
expected.  
 
Music Composition 
Interested students may choose to participate independently in the annual Music-COMP Opus            
competition, with support from music faculty. More information is available by request. 
 
Spring Musical  
Auditions, casting, and rehearsals for the musical take place in the winter term. The rehearsal               
period includes two rehearsal blocks per week through the winter, culminating with two Intensive              
Weeks, where two thirds of each day is devoted to musical rehearsals, followed by one Production                
Week, which includes daytime school shows and four evening performances. The Spring Musical             
completes the seventh grade music program. 
 
SPANISH 
By seventh grade, the goal is that students participate with enthusiasm from a foundation built in                
the early years. One of the first activities of the year is to take fun, silly photos of ourselves and use                     
them as a basis for interviews, sharing stories about ourselves, and building contextual vocabulary.              
Right away, we start building community within the class, using Spanish to get to know each other                 
better.  
 
Students continue to improve their Spanish in a fun and interactive way using TPRS (Total Physical                
Response through Storytelling) integrated into the lessons. TPRS is a teaching method that uses              
listening and responding to mini-stories, skits, and novels. Applying this methodology, students            
learn to expand meaningful sets of high-frequency vocabulary as they work toward mastery of              
syntax and conversation. This style of teaching helps build confidence while allowing students to              
start enjoying the use of the language. Throughout the year, students expand their vocabulary and               
grammatical understanding to make increasingly complex conversations, readings, and written          
work possible. We use skits, songs, games, TPRS novels, the Señor Wooly online curriculum and               
craft projects. A goal is that "the magic starts to happen," and the students begin to feel a level of                    
comfort and ease in Spanish.  
 
A second focus of the program is on Spanish history. We start with an exploration of the first                  
inhabitants and the origin of the Spanish language on the Iberian Peninsula, and move on to the                 
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Spanish Colonial era, the spread of the Spanish language throughout the world during the Spanish               
Empire, and the variations of the language within the different Spanish-speaking countries. By             
reading "La Gran Aventura de Alejandro" by Abby Kanter, the students will continue to be exposed                
to Spanish painters, writers, and society in general. We will culminate this studies by making a                
traditional Spanish Paella. We invite Spanish-speaking people into our classrooms both literally and             
virtually through Skype. By the end of the year, students are inspired to communicate in Spanish                
and to continue expanding their knowledge of the Spanish language.  
 
LIBRARY 
Seventh graders use the upper school and main libraries to support class work and reading for                
pleasure.  
 
PHYSICAL SKILLS DEVELOPMENT (PSD) 
The seventh grade program is designed to help students to develop physically through play, games,               
and tasks that target specific physical skills. Activities are planned to emphasize the underlying              
themes of the program: strength, endurance (both muscular and cardiovascular), coordination,           
game skills, sportsmanship, and establishing physical activity as a lifelong endeavor. Each student             
also uses the activities as a way to meet physical goals in other areas of her or his life. The fall                     
curriculum includes focusing on the Presidential Fitness guidelines, working on challenge-course           
activities, and general aerobic fitness through soccer, running, and other games. In the winter, the               
students cross-country ski on the TGS trails, ice skate at the Vermont Academy rink, and choose                
between cross-country skiing at Grafton Ponds or downhill skiing or snowboarding instruction at             
Okemo. PSD in the spring includes team sports, cooperative games, and lifelong activities. 
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